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$R(\lambda;\phi, \psi)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx+2\pi\psi(i\lambda)\phi(i\lambda) ({\rm Re}(\lambda)<0) ,\lim_{{\rm Re}(\lambda)arrow+0}\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx (\lambda\in iR) ,\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx ({\rm Re}(\lambda)>0) ,\end{array}$
$R$
$\phi$ $\psi$ $R$ $\lambda$
$X$ $L^{2}(R)$ $X’$ $X$
$X$
$\phi\in X$
$R(\lambda;\phi, \psi)$ $\phi\mapsto R(\lambda;\phi, \psi)$ $X$
$R(\lambda;\bullet, \psi)$ $X$
$\psi\mapsto R(\lambda;\bullet, \psi)$ $X$ $X’$ $A(\lambda)$
:
$\langle A(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle=\{\begin{array}{ll}\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx+2\pi\psi(i\lambda)\phi(i\lambda) ({\rm Re}(\lambda)<0) ,\lim_{{\rm Re}(\lambda)arrow+0}\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx (\lambda\in iR) ,\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-ix}\psi(x)\phi(x)dx ({\rm Re}(\lambda)>0) .\end{array}$ (1.2)
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$X’$ $X$ Dirac $\langle\cdot|\cdot\rangle$
$\lambda$ $A(\lambda)=(\lambda-\mathcal{M})^{-1}$
$A(\lambda)$ $\mathcal{M}$ :
$\mathcal{M}$ $(\lambda-\mathcal{M})^{-1}$ $L^{2}(R)$ $L^{2}(R)$
$X$ $X’$ $\lambda$ ($X$’- )
$X$ $L^{2}(R)$ $L^{2}(R)$
$X’$ $L^{2}(R)$ Hilbert
$X\subset L^{2}(R)\subset X’$ (1.3)











$e^{Tt}= \lim_{yarrow\infty}\frac{1}{2\pi i}\int_{x-iy}^{x+iy}e^{\lambda t}(\lambda-T)^{-1}d\lambda$ (1.4)
$x$ $T$
$($ $1(a))$ .
$T$ ( ) 1(b)








$e^{Tt}= \lim_{yarrow\infty}\frac{1}{2\pi i}\int_{x-iy}^{x+iy}e^{\lambda t}A(\lambda)d\lambda$ (1.5)
( $A(\lambda)$ 2 Riemann
)
$(T \phi)(x)=ix\phi(x)+K\int_{R}\phi(x)dx$ (1.6)






















$X$ $C$ Hausdorff $X’$ $X’$ $X$
$\mu\in X’$ $\phi\in X$ $\mu(\phi)$
Dirac $\langle\mu|\phi\rangle$ $a,b\in C,$ $\phi,$ $\psi\in X$ $\mu,\xi\in X’$
$\langle\mu|a\phi+b\psi\rangle=\overline{a}\langle\rho r|\phi\rangle+\overline{b}\langle\mu|\psi\rangle$ , (2.1)
$\langle a\mu+b\xi|\phi\rangle=a\langle\mu|\phi\rangle+b\langle\xi|\phi\rangle$ , (2.2)
$X’$
( $*$ ) ( $*$ ) $\phi\in X$ $\langle\mu j|\phi\ranglearrow\omega|\phi\rangle$
$\{flj\}\subset X’$ $\mu\in X’$ $X$
$\langle l^{1j}|\phi\ranglearrow\langle\mu|\phi\rangle$ $\{J^{1}l\}\subset X’$ $\mu\in X’$




2.1. Hausdorff $X$ Hilbert
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$X$ 3
$X\subset \mathcal{H}\subset X’$ (2.3)
rigged Hilbert space, Gelfand 3 $i$ : $\mathcal{H}arrow X’$
; $\psi\in \mathcal{H}$ $i(\psi)$ $\langle\psi|$
$i(\psi)(\phi)=\langle\psi|\phi\rangle=(\psi, \phi) , \phi\in X$ (2.4)
$i$ : $\mathcal{H}arrow X’$ $X$ $\mathcal{H}$
$i$ ( ) $X$
$\mathcal{H}$ (Tr\’eves [9]). 2.1 $i$
Gelfand 3 Schwartz






$\mathcal{H}$ $C$ Hilbert $H$ $\{E(B)\}_{B\in B}$










$(X1),$ $(X2)$ Gelfand 3
$X(\Omega)\subset \mathcal{H}\subset X(\Omega)’$ (3.1)
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Fig. 3 $E[\psi,\phi](\omega)$ $\Omega.$
(





(X4) $\phi\in X(\Omega)$ $(E(B)\phi,\phi)$ $I$
$E[\phi,\phi](\omega)$ $\Omega\cup I$
(X5) $\lambda\in IU\Omega$ $E[\cdot,$ $\cdot](\lambda):X(\Omega)\cross X(\Omega)arrow C$
(X4) $\phi,$ $\psi\in X(\Omega)$ $(E(B)\phi, \psi)$ $I$
$E[\phi, \psi](\omega)$ :
$d(E(\omega)\phi, \psi)=E[\phi, \psi](\omega)d\omega, \omega\in I$ . (3.2)
$E[\phi, \psi](\omega)$ $\omega\in I\cup\Omega$
$I$
$\omega\in R$
$iX(\Omega)$ $X(\Omega)$ $X(\Omega)’$ $A(\lambda):iX(\Omega)arrow X(\Omega)’$
(3.3)$\langle A(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle=\{\begin{array}{l}\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-\omega}E[\psi,\phi](\omega)d\omega+2\pi\sqrt{-1}E[\psi,\phi](\lambda)\lim_{yarrow-0}\int_{R}\frac{1}{x+\sqrt{-1}y-\omega}E[\psi,\phi](\omega)d\omega\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-\omega}E[\psi,\phi](\omega)d\omega\end{array}$ $(\lambda\in\Omega)(\lambda=x\in I)({\rm Im}(\lambda)<0)$
,
$\lambda$ $\langle A(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle$ $\{{\rm Im}(\lambda)<0\}u\Omega uI$
${\rm Im}(\lambda)<0$ $\langle A(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle=((\lambda-H)^{-1}\psi,\phi)$






$X(\Omega$ $)$ ’ $A(\lambda)\circ i$ : $X(\Omega$ $)$ $arrow X(\Omega$ $)$ ’
$Q$ $X(\Omega)$
$Q’$ : $D(Q’)arrow X(\Omega)’$ ; $Q’$
$D(Q’)$ $X(\Omega)$ $C$ $\phi\mapsto\langle\mu|Q\phi\rangle$ $\mu\in X(\Omega)’$
$\langle Q’\mu|\phi\rangle=\langle\mu|Q\phi\rangle$ $Q$ $H$
Hilbert $Q$ $Q^{*}$ $(Q\phi, \psi)=(\phi, Q^{*}\psi)$
$Q^{*}$ $X(\Omega)$ $(Q^{*})’$
$Q^{\cross}$ $Q\cross=$ ( $Q*$ )’ $ioQ=Q^{\cross}oi|_{D(Q)}$ $Q$
$Q^{\cross}$ $H$ $K$
(X6) $H$ $X(\Omega)$ $X(\Omega)$ $Y$
$HY\subset X(\Omega)$
(X7) $K$ $H$- $K^{*}$ $X(\Omega)$
(X8) $\lambda\in\{{\rm Im}(\lambda)<0\}UIU\Omega$ $K^{\cross}A(\lambda)iX(\Omega)\subset iX(\Omega)$ .
(X6) (X7) $H^{\cross},$ $K^{\cross},$ $T^{\cross}$ $X(\Omega$ $)$ ’
$D(H^{\cross})$ $iD(H)$ $K,$ $T$ $H,$ $K$ $X(\Omega)$
$H^{\cross},$ $K^{\cross}$ $T^{\cross}$ $X(\Omega$ $)$ ’




$(u-(\lambda-H)^{-1}K)v=0$ $X(\Omega)’$ $(\lambda-H)^{-1}$ $A(\lambda)$
3.1. $\lambda\in\Omega UIU\{\lambda|{\rm Im}(\lambda)<0\}$
$(id-A(\lambda)K^{\cross})\mu=0$ (3.4)





$K^{\cross}\mu=0$ (3.4) $\mu=0$ $\lambda$
$u-K^{\cross}A(\lambda)$ $iX(\Omega)$ (X8)
$K^{\cross}A(\lambda)$ $iX(\Omega)$ well-defined















$\langle A^{(n)}(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle$ $((\lambda-H)^{-n}\psi, \phi)$ $\Omega$
$A^{(1)}(\lambda)$ $A(\lambda)$
3.3. $j\geq n\geq 0$ $A^{(J)}(\lambda)$




(iii) $\frac{d^{j}}{d\lambda^{j}}\langle A(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle=(-1)^{j}j!\langleA^{(j+1)}(\lambda)\psi|\phi\rangle,$ $j=0,1,$ $\cdots.$
(iv) $\psi\in X(\Omega)$ $A(\lambda)\psi$






















$V_{\lambda}= \bigcup_{m\geq 1}KerB^{(m)}(\lambda)\circ B^{(m-1)}(\lambda)\circ\cdots\circ B^{(1)}(\lambda)$
. (3.12)
$\dim V_{\lambda}$ $\lambda$
$Ker$ $1)(\lambda)$ 3.1 3.2








3.6. $(u-K^{\cross}A(\lambda))^{-1}$ $T$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}$ : $iX(\Omega)arrow$
$X(\Omega)’$
$\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}=A(\lambda)\circ(u-K^{\cross}A(\lambda))^{-1}=(u-A(\lambda)K^{x})^{-1}\circ A(\lambda) , \lambda\in\hat{\Omega}$ (3.14)
2 $(id-A(\lambda)K^{\cross})A(\lambda)=A(\lambda)(u-K^{x}A(\lambda))$
$u-K^{x}A(\lambda)$ $iX(\Omega)$ $u-A(\lambda)K^{\cross}$ $R(A(\lambda))$
$A(\lambda)$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}$ $A(\lambda)\circ i$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}\circ i:X(\Omega)arrow$
$X(\Omega)’$
3.7. 2 $\lambda\in\hat{\Omega}$ $\hat{\rho}(T)$ ; $\lambda$
$V_{\lambda}\subset\hat{\Omega}$
(i) $\lambda’\in V_{\lambda}$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda’}\circ i$ $X(\Omega)$ $X(\Omega)’$
$X(\Omega)’$




$\hat{\sigma}(T)$ $:=\hat{\Omega}\backslash \hat{\rho}(T)$ $T$
$\hat{\sigma}_{p}(T)$
$id-K^{\cross}A(\lambda)$ $\lambda\in\hat{\sigma}(T)$ (






[10, 71. $X(\Omega)$ Banach $\hat{\rho}(T)$
3.8.
(i) $\psi\in X(\Omega)$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}i\psi$ $\hat{\rho}(T)$ $X(\Omega)$ ’-
(ii) ${\rm Im}(\lambda)<0$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}\circ i=i\circ(\lambda-T)^{-1}.$
(ii) ${\rm Im}(\lambda)<0$ $\psi,$ $\phi\in X(\Omega)$ $\langle \mathcal{R}_{\lambda}\psi|\phi\rangle=((\lambda-T)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$
$\langle \mathcal{R}_{\lambda}\psi|\phi\rangle$ $((\lambda-T)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$
$\psi_{\lambda}=i^{-1}(u-K^{\cross}A(\lambda))^{-1}i(\psi)$
$\mathcal{R}_{\lambda+h}i(\psi)-\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}i(\psi)=(A(\lambda+h)-A(\lambda))i(\psi_{\lambda})+\mathcal{R}_{\lambda+h}i\circ i^{-1}K^{\cross}(A(\lambda+h)-A(\lambda))i(\psi_{\lambda})$
$harrow 0$ $X(\Omega)$ ’ $0$ $A(\lambda)\circ i$
$\lambda$ 1 2 $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda+h}i$
$i^{-1}K^{\cross}A(\lambda)i$
(ii) $B$anach-Steinhaus $\{\mathcal{R}_{\lambda’}\circ i\}_{\lambda’\in V_{1}}$.
$\mathcal{R}\lambda+$ $harrow 0$ $A(\lambda)$







(ii) $\mu\in X(\Omega)’$ $(\lambda-T^{\cross})\mu\in iX(\Omega)$ $\mathcal{R}_{\lambda}\circ(\lambda-T^{\cross})\mu=\mu.$













$\phi\in X(\Omega)$ $\mu_{1},\mu_{2}\in X(\Omega)’$ $\phi$
$i(\phi)=\langle\phi|=\mu_{1}+\mu_{2}, \mu_{1}\in\Pi_{\Sigma}(iX(\Omega)), \mu_{2}\in(u-\Pi_{\Sigma})(iX(\Omega))$ (3.18)
3.11. $\Pi_{\Sigma}$ $T^{\cross}$ - : $\Pi_{\Sigma}\circ T^{\cross}=T^{\cross}\circ\Pi_{\Sigma}.$
3.12. $\lambda_{0}$ $\Pi_{0}$ $\lambda_{0}$ $V_{0}=$







$E_{-1}=-\Pi_{0}$ $id=(\lambda-T^{\cross})\circ \mathcal{R}_{\lambda}$ $\{E_{j}\}_{j}$
$E_{-1}$
$*2$
$X$ $X’$ $S$ Hausdorff $\mu$ $S$
Borel $f:Sarrow X’$ $\phi\in X$
$\langle I$ ) $|\phi$ $\rangle=\int_{S}\langle f|\phi\rangle d\mu$ (3.16)
$l(f)\in X’$ $f$ Pettis $I(f)= \int_{S}fd\mu$ $f$ Peths
$X$ $f$ Pettis [3].
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3.5
$\sqrt{-1}T=\sqrt{-1}(H+K)$ $\mathcal{H}$ $C^{0}$- $e^{\sqrt{-1}\tau t}$ Laplace






















$T>0$ $\epsilon>0$ $\phi_{0}\in X(\Omega)$ $0\leq t\leq T$
$|\langle(e^{\sqrt{-1}Tt})^{\cross}\phi_{0}|\psi\rangle-\langle(e^{\sqrt{-1}Tt})^{\cross}\mu_{0}|\psi\rangle|<\epsilon,$
$0\leq t\leq T$







$g(\omega)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 (\omega<-1) ,g_{1}(\omega) (-1<\omega<1) ,0 (\omega>1) ,\end{array}$ (4.1)
$\mathcal{H}=L^{2}(R,g(\omega)d\omega)$ $L^{2}$ $H$ $(H\phi)(\omega)=\omega\phi(\omega)$
$\mathcal{H}$ $H$ $\sigma(H)$ $supp(g)=[-1,1]$
$(E(\omega)\psi, \phi):=E[\psi, \phi](\omega)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 (\omega<-1) ,\psi(\omega)\overline{\phi(\omega)}g_{1}(\omega) (-1<\omega<1) ,0 (\omega>1) ,\end{array}$ (4.2)
$X$ $L^{2}(R,g(\omega)d\omega)$
$g(\omega)$ $\psi,\phi\in X$
$((\lambda-H)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$ $\omega<-1$ ,
$\omega>1$ $E[\psi, \phi](\omega)$ $0$
$((\lambda-H)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$ $((\lambda-H)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$ $-1<\omega<1$
$((\lambda-H)^{-1}\psi, \phi)$




$-1$ $(\lambda-H)^{-1}$ $X$ $X’$
$A(\lambda)$ Riemam $\pm 1$

















$\lim_{yarrow-0}\int_{R}\frac{y}{\omega^{2}+y^{2}}g(\omega)d\omega=-\pi g(0)=-K\underline{1}$ . (4.6)




2 Riemann 2 Riemann
$\int_{R}\frac{1}{\lambda-\omega}g_{1}(\omega)d\omega+2\pi\sqrt{-1}\cdot g_{1}(\omega)-\frac{\sqrt{-1}}{K}=0$ (4.7)
(4.4)












$g(\omega)$ ( (4.2) 2 $\omega\in R$
), $\gamma$ $u(t)$ $X’$
$tarrow\infty$ $0$
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